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Abstract
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The DMA1O is a hiqh soeeri linke between a PDP-1V1 and up to
eiaht PDp-tls; specifically, the PDP-lf shares sections of
Its memory with the pnp-lis. The two seqment concept on the
PPP-10 of shared/reentrant code and non-shared code Is
implemented. The inclusion oi read only memory on the
PDP-1ls allows for the development of "PKOM" software which
all the FiiP-lls '"av share. The principal difference between
the DHM0 and other communications interfaces is that it is
not a block transfer device. Because of the shared memory
concept the features of the DMAlft are hiqh data bandwidth
and minimal processor intervention between data transfers.
Communication proarams between the PDPvlO and the PDP-11 may
be tested wholly in either processor, independent of the
DMA1H interface. in the current mode of operation the
PDP-11*s simply act as device controllers. Future plans
include separate operating systems in various pnp-lls.

introduction

The DMA it» Interface described in this Paper was constructed
by DEC's Computer Special systems Group to CERN
SDfcificatlons,t]J Currently, the riMAl« constitutes the
"central nervous system" of the PLT data acquisition system
(DAS) or data acquisition computer complex. All data
collected is passed through it and in most cases all
diagnostic displays are returned through it to various 613
scope displays.

The PDP-30 or DkCsystem-K" forms the central processor in
which all prooram preparation, diaanostic analysis, and data
base support is performed. The PpP-lls are responsible for
all real-time data acquisition and data transfer under the
direct control of the PDP-1».
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Special Concepts and Terminology y

The two segment capability of the PDP-10 is implemented so f
that reentrant system subroutines and/or programs may be |
shared by concurrently executing -Jobs, The rationale for jjj
the development of this capability is to economize memory |
usaqe and allow more executina -jobs to be in memory rather I
than out on tne disk swappinq device. This capability has '&
been extended by the DHA10 to the PDP-Ils. Normally, all 1
PDP-Ils map their read only window area to the same PDP-10 |
physical memory address. Consequently, they may all execute |
simultaneously reentrant prcqrams in this PDP«10 I
PROGRAMMABLE PDP-11 READ ONLY (pROM) memory. |The Tnter-Process communications Facility of the
DF.Csvstem-ln (TPCF) is used by concui
to communicate and synchronize events.
DF.Csvstem-ln (TPCF) is used by concurrently executing jobs |

The terms Pi skip chain and CONO represent the
DECsvstem-iU's interrupt Priority service chain and its I/O
control output instruction, respectively.

The DECsYstem's capability of hlbernatinq and wakinq is
implemented so that jobs which do not 1/0 Mock may
relinquish processor time in the event they have nothing to
do.

Restrictions on Memory Allocation

Due to the mixture of Memory Management Hardware between the
KT-lH and the pnp-11/40 certain restrictions are imposed on
the PDP-tP programs allocating or usina a window.
Specifically, the PPP-IM-KI-IH is a paginn memory management
system, whereas, the PDP-11 and the D M A ~ 1 0 are two reqister
memory management systems. Tt is not surprising that the
DMA-1« is not a paqing device. First, the DMA-10 was
designed to be used with the KA-lo which was a two register
memory management computer. Second, the DMA-10 is
implemented as a device interface. To my Knowledge to date,
DEC makes nc peripheral devices with paging address
hardware.

Consequently, whereas memory fraqmentation is not a problem
in paqing systems, it is a problem with two register
systems. Further, exclusive of fragmentation, contiguous
sequential addresses are not required in paging systems and
"free core linked lists" implemented for speed preclude
contiguous sequential addresses.

Finally» each job on the PDP-10 has its own Page map and
must, therefore, have each window mapped contiguously and
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sequentially. The result is the inability
dynamically allocate window address space.

to quickly

Usaqe ol Memory Allocations

With the us.iae of appropriate semaphoring capabilities, the
types of buffers or data structures which the DMA-1« can
support are phenomenal! Circular buffers, one word buffers«
rinqs of block buffers and queues are the data structures
implemented or tried.

Circular buffers of various sizes are used to pass ASCII
text lines to and from the Pr>P-10. This Implementation
could allo« via the psuerio teletype facility of the PDP-1B,
jobs to loa in from the PDP-H's.

One word buffers are ideally suited
switches and thumb wheels.

for diqital I/O from

Rinqs of block buffers are used to drive the Tektronix 613
scores. This implementation is s»ch that the PDP-t« views
these 613 as 4H10's.

Queues have been tested and will be used as the PDP-11*s
develop with small operatimi systems so that the PDP-lfl will
have direct control over data acquisition.

Most dramatically, the UMBUS concept on the PDP-11's allows
NPR devices on the PDP-11's to directly transfer data to and
from PDP-l« Memory. The effect, is that the devices are
attached to the PDP-lH, not the PDp-iii

Analysis of Reentrant

Anyone who has ever qpnerated reentrant code Is a*arp of the
considerations necessary for reentrant code for non-context
switched calls. However, software executed in PROM need
only avoid modifying itself to be inter-processor reentrant.

DMACON-DMA10 software System Overview

Usino the facilities of the DMAifl hardware in a timesharing
environment on the OKCsystem-f», the DMAltf Run Time System
allows DAC jobs to conveniently control up to eight
PDP-11*s. The design goals of the DMA lu Run Time System
were:



1. TO provide any OKCsystrn-i« tvAC lob *ith an eastlv
used facility to r«"n»!est and communicate with a
data acciulsltlon proqram on the PDP-11»

2, TO have the software operate in a standard TOPS*1M
ronment,

3, TO operato durino general timesharing on the
nkXsvstem-ltt without causino excessive system
overhead,

4, TO protect the concert of the slave-master
relationship of the pop-1« and Pnp-U,

5, TO provide advanced diagnostic capabilities so that
the i>MAU> data collection routines would be
reliable or easily serviceable and maintainable.

These des ion go^ls dictated the use o( a slnale event-driven
contr°l 1ob to funnel interrupt requests to and troti the
pnp.iv) to the PUP-11, and to control memory resource
allocation.

All resource allocation on the PDP-11 Is controlled vid tne
DAC iob which Is ninnino. »y adhering to a strict format
for reouestino interrupts and strict window definition the
OAC program on the PDP-11 communicates with the DAC job on
the

The principal difference betwpen tne PDP-1H loo and the
PPP-11 proaram are:

1. only the POP-ltf job can request the pnp-il t>e
reloaded,

2. only tne POP-it» 1oh can determine the proqram
running on tne PDP-11,

DAT iobs connect to the DM/ICON niah segment via 1PCF.
Thereafter all renttests are handled via window tlaq
definition and wake um»s hctwppn the DAC jot» and PMACON,
Since the system was deslaned to be used in a FORTRAN
environment to simplify the user interface, the concept of a
sharable KORTKAM run time svstem may be extended to include
tnose facilities which are required by FORTRAN OAC Jobs
utilizino the UKAIO hardware. The standard FORTRAN r«n time
system (K0RQ1S) provides UAC jobs with the necessary
resouces to process disk Input/output, convert data from
external to Internal format, print a message on the user's
terminal, etc. FORTRAN jobs wishing to use the DMAlt*
hardware facilities require the ability to address the
Communication window mapped by the DMA It? loqic into PDP-11
address space, since FORTHAN 1obs already UAVP FOROTS as
their high segment it is electable via parameter entry to
DMACON to elect on which nlqh segment it builds its windows.
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This overall organization proviens the FORTl'AW »iser
with verv powerful, yet simpìe to use and efficient
capabilities.

Generalized $yste» Flow Description

then:

Allocates lot r>eoment core areas for the shared
loader, (This is done after the «FSKT «Ho so JOB
DATA area parameters »ill be initialized.)

Ret itself in a htah priority queues to prevent any
race conditions.

In order to describe ttte interrelationships between various
modules o* the l>»Ai« software, the foiiowlnu narrative
presents a description of flow throuah the sv$te<» trom
initialization until the comniefion or a task on a PDP-11,
For rne purposes of this description, a simple case oi a
F O U T P A N OAC 1ob cal lina upon A P D P - 1 1 proqra» to per for« a
task is used.

Int d a n z i n o the »MAI« Control Job

The OHAlfl control loh ( O M A C O N ) is started by a system
level t"'fc command after an appropriate user level
looin on the

OMACON

1,

?,

3.

4.

S.

b,

7.

B.

9.

1». A core imaae file is written into fhe Shared Memory
window of OfoACON so that the PDP-11 car be«? in
executinn the absolute loader directly trom
nEcsvstrm-m memory. The PDP-11 Is then manually
started to begin tt;t> execution of the absolute loader
stored in the Shared Memory window. If the P D P - 1 1 IS

Sers its riisK priority to three to allow quick
loadino of its P A C A H F T K H Vili and shared loader.

Generates U'CK name.

O O P S a lookup for the file (»HACUK.rAH to see if its
nefault parameters should be chanqed.

interacts with tt>e operator denentllna on initialized
parameters.

Locks itself In core.

Connects itself to u»e Pi skip chain.

initial!1:.-' the
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not halted or not cor»- cleared» tt may not be
necessary to manually start It. Ino PUP« H *flt«r* *
»oad control loop, waiting on data to be written in
thp sequent of thf« Cnmmtmlcaiion window tor that
pnp-ll from the DfcCsystem-in, The data that the
absolute loader then receives in the Communication
window is a PDP-11 proaram to perfori» specific
fonctions Known to the PDP-11. The PDP-11 prooram is
stored as a Dt:csystem file in a blocked, absolute
loader format. The InitialiZBtion process is
continues «rnrn the 1oh DHACON reads tre PDP-11
parameter tile and beqins loadinq the P0P-1I.

I.oadino the PPP-1 1

nMAI.O» is started usino the DKCsystem-IM »UN
command, iHiM.on attaches to the DMACON hlah segment, sets
on Its joh number with DMACON and then puts itself to
"sleeo" until awakened upon *»ak«? event from a OAC job or
D«ACON. when a command to load a particular PDP-11 is typed
on DMACOM's terminal. It Is awakened by the event and loads
a default orociram or the specified proorani! nMACOM computes
the add-ess of the Communication Area In DMACOH hign seqment
for the specific PDP-11. UMAI.OD then reads the appropriate
absolute loader tile fin this example, in generalized PDP-11
contre' routine called MAINI I) from the uFCsystem-i« disk
and passes It naae-by-paae to the absolute loader running
from the shared Memory window throuah the DMA1<*, when the
entire tile has been processed by the absolute loader and
the program is completely loaded Into pnp-IJ local memory,
the absolute loader transfers control to the program at the
start address specified in the proaram blocked absolute
loader file, since DMALOD has completed its task of passing
»KCsystem.iW disk files throuah the Communications Window to
the PDP-11 absolute loader, DMALOD goes back to checkina
other requests, then sleepinq. The PDP-11 program is now
ready to communicate with the PDP-JM job.

Servicino oAc Job Heuuest

Assume that DAC job l prour.im has lust started running and
would like to display data in the I.KO display on a PDP-11.
The DAC »Job makes a call to a subroutine in the LIBRARY.
That subroutine writes the request in the window in DMACON's
hinh seament. The suhroutlne then sends a CONO to the
PDP-11 and floes to "sleep" to be awakened only upon a "wake"
from the PDP-11 proar.ii» via the PMA1H interrupt, service
routine. If 'he requested interrupt service routine is
operatinq on the PDP-11 It acknowledges by setting a flaq in
the window.

Assume that the PDP-11 has lust completed the OAC Job's
jenuest to write the I.KD display. At this time, DAC Job's
program is still "sieeplnq" and continues to "sleep« until
the DMAU) interrupt service proaram awakens him. The PDP-11
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writes the completion status of the LF.o service request into
the same communication Window that was Parlier used by the
0Krsvstew»1o to pass the task parameters to the PDP-11, The
DF.CRVStem-l« priority Interrupt System passes the interrupt
from the PDP-11 to the DMAU> interrupt service located in
the low seoment of »MACON. The PMA10 interrupt service
routine on the DECsvstem-îo "awakens" DAC JOH proaram and
may» due to an error» "awaken" itself «these functions all
happen at interrupt level and do not require DMACON itself
to be running).

tf an error has occured OMACON will take appropriate action.
Having nothinq furthpr to do, i>«ACON will an back to "sleep"
until it is requested aqain by another interrupt from a
PDP-11 or another request from a DAC job, or terminal
activity upon its own terminal.

Durino this control cycle» DAC job 1 program has resumed
runninq as a result of the interrupt level "wake", in this
case» the only data read from the c°'rt'rur|icatIon window is a
comoletlon status code written Into the Communication
Window, The FORTRAN LIBRARY subroutine then exits and
returns to its caller in DAC job 1.

Description of the DMA10 Controlling Job

The DMA1W controlling job (riMACON) is a fundamental element
of the D"Ai« software organization. As n job with both a
M o h an<l a low segment runnino on the OFCsystem-lM, DMACON
is a manager of pnp-U' window. The standard FORTRAN
Pun-Time system (FOROTS) may be extended to provide the
necessary data areas tor DKCsystem-in/PDP-l1 memory mapping,
Tt is extremely important to note that in the conventional
DECsystem-in FORTRAN run-time environment, FOROTS does not
exist as a separate rroqram but rather as a sharable high
segment maoped into one or more FORTKAM users' 1ob address
space. In contrast to this conventiondl environment, DMACON
exists as a separate job on the PECsystem-1«; however,
since DMACON'S high segment may contain all the facilities
of the standard KOfUJTS, OMACON's high seqment may be mapped
into all FORTRAN users* address snace. For those FORTRAN
users not renuirino the additional facilities provided by
DMACON's high spqment, DMACON's high segment performs in
exactly t^e same fashion as would the standard FOROTS,
Thus, the important distinction is made between the job
DMACON arvï the sharable high segment FOROTS or DMACON.

Initialization complete, Job DEACON goes to "sleep" usinn
the HIHER tii'O and becomes a passive, event-driven PnP-H
resource manager. Jon DMACON will "wake" and be scheduled
to run in a hioh priority queue by the DECsystem-l«
operatine* system on the occ.rrance ot one or more of the
following events:
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An IPCf- packet is sent lrom a OAC job to Job
requestlncj UMACON's hiqh segment.

ÜMACÜN

A character Is typed upon
terminal. It a full line
command is interpreted and
implemented commands are;

job PMACON's lOQical
o( text Is present the
executed. Currently

EQ

KXIT

Ln
l,n-FILENAMK.KXT
Zn

Sn
S i n

S G
H
G

Cn
Pil-

Kn
Kn-abbbc

H

exit quickly, don't wait tor pty's
don't do a DAEMON Hump.
exit; loQout pty do a full core dump
via DAEMON,
load MAIN11.HIN in PliPil #n.
load specified file in cpu »n.
zero PrPll «n.zero all but flags of
window,
zero the flaqs of the window,
printout status of POPll «n.
printout status of interrupt flaqs of
P0P11 Ml,
printout oiobal status ot counts,
reread loader into shared area,
net another PID because SYSiNF went
down.
connect PDPlt «n.
enter command into pty, (primary use
is debuoqing tool in conjunction with
loader.)
disconnect pnpiI »n.
Kill NPK in progress in CPU «n,
send a checkpointed interrupt to the
PDP11. (This interrupt requires
acknowledgement from the POP11Ï (used
only for entry points wnlcii use the
'ackint' macro)

bbbsvKCTOK
c=function code.
interrupt the PUPI I
debuqglnq tool)
a=BR
bbbsVECTOH
print this text.

3, A "wake" is executed upon "Job »MACON by the
Interrupt service routine. This event would occur
when a Pnp-n had an error.

Since DMAcON is Implemented as an event processor, it only
runs when called upon to do so; therefore, the only costs
associated with DMACON ln its dormant state are those ot
core occupancy. Furthermore, nMACON hiqh segment may
contain the standard FOHOTS. Thus, all currently executing
FORTRAN proqrams have a sharable resident run-time system
which reduces to a bare minimum the costs incurred by
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locking DMACON in the DKCsystem-I^ memory.

Conclusions

The pMAlO is a very oood communications device when used for
different d*ta structures, with very little modification ot
hardware it could become the prototype tor a n
multiprocessor systems. However» qiven the current
hardware, care should be taken In its use when block
transfer devices may he used and its speed is not necessary.
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